
NEENAH PAPERS

Neenah Paper, a premium paper company, has been an innovator in letterpress, colored and textured paper since We
are committed to producing only.

The synthetic label stock is used for outdoor applications. It's been 3 years and it's time to stop limping along.
Premask paper is used as a protective over wrap for products during the manufacturing process and for
applying signs, labeling and other finished products. Label and tag products made from both saturated base
label stock and purchased synthetic base label stock, with coatings applied to allow for variable and digital
printing. Keep the strong salaried employees and grow your team - You have all the right salary employees in
all the wrong locations. Most of the lower management trying to keep communication stream flowing - Senior
leadership is disconnected from the issues at hand on the floor level and has been making no effort to connect
with their lower salary and hourly staff - Union contract is excessively lenient preventing removal of any
employees short of committing a felony - Career growth is linear, you are waiting for the next person to either
move up or leave the company - Upper management calls for change but makes no effort to drive it. It will
take a couple months of adjustment, but will provide long term benefits. Specialty backings, including
saturated and unsaturated crepe and flat paper tapes sold to manufacturers to produce finished pressure
sensitive products for sale in automotive, transportation, manufacturing, building construction, and industrial
general purpose applications, including sales in the consumer-do-it-yourself retail channel, and coated
lightweight abrasive paper used in the automotive, construction, metal and woodworking industries for both
waterproof and dry sanding applications. Label and tag stock is sold to pressure sensitive coaters, who in turn
sell the coated label and tag stock to the label printing community. It may not be the job you applied for -
Most employees are "Silo'd" by mid management. Other specialty products include clean room papers, durable
printing papers, release papers and furniture backers. Fine Paper and Packaging The Company's fine paper and
packaging business manufactures and sells writing, text, cover and specialty papers and envelopes used in
corporate identity packages, invitations, personal stationery, labels and packaging, and format applications.
Technical Products The Company's technical products business produces performance-based substrates, such
as filtration media for transportation, water and other filtration markets, and saturated and coated performance
materials used for industrial backings, labels and a range of other end markets. Filtration media for
transportation, including induction air, fuel, oil, and cabin air applications. Medical packaging paper is a
polymer impregnated base sheet that provides a breathable sterilization barrier. The fine paper and packaging
business also produces and sells other specialty papers that address a consumer's need, such as translucent
papers, art papers, papers for optical scanning and other specialized applications. I worked at Neenah full-time
for more than a year Pros - Work schedule flexibility dependent on machine run schedule - Tons of low
hanging fruit projects to work on and freedom to take on new projects and spend money - Plant manager has a
good head on his shoulders, but is too disconnected from issue at hand - There were so many good people in
low management Filtration media for water and other industrial end markets, primary applications include
reverse osmosis, catalytic conversion, nanofiltration, ultrafiltration, pervaporation and vapor permeation, as
well as other applications for specialty markets. Nobody likes letting employees go, but it's a necessary task
for a successful business. Good policies in place with no enforcement or ability to enforce due to lenient union
contract - Company is not merit based and high performers are not promoted for their work - Expect high
salary turnover over the next 6 months at this site Show More Advice to Management - Get rid of the mid and
low management that is lacking accountability for their responsibilities and lacking leadership skills. Image
transfer papers used to transfer an image from paper to tee shirts, hats, coffee mugs and other surfaces using an
imaging coating for use in digital printing applications. Publishing and security papers used to produce book
covers, stationery, fancy packaging and passports. Bright papers are used in applications, such as direct mail,
advertising inserts, scrapbooks and marketing collateral. No communication The Company has two primary
businesses: technical products, and fine paper and packaging. The fine paper and packaging business also sells
private watermarked paper and other specialty writing, text and cover papers. Its technical products are sold to
other manufacturers as components for their finished products. Premium packaging and label papers are used
for wine, spirits and beer labels, folding cartons, box wrap, bags, hang tags and stored value cards servicing
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retail, cosmetics, spirits and electronics end use markets. Transportation filtration media are sold to suppliers
of automotive companies as original equipment on new cars and trucks, as well as to the automotive
aftermarket. In addition, certain technical products are manufactured along with fine paper and packaging
products in shared facilities located in upstate New York and Quakertown, Pennsylvania. Full Description
Neenah, Inc. Place people in the The technical products business is an international producer of transportation,
water and other filtration media, digital transfer materials, tape and abrasive backings, labels and other
performance-oriented substrates. Additionally, business papers for professionals and small businesses are sold
under its Southworth brand through retailers. They know the process and the US market quite well Show
More. Other latex saturated and coated papers are used by a range of manufacturers. The fine paper and
packaging business is a supplier of high-end printing and specialty papers and packaging in North America.


